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I hid it and now can only see it if my page is at %. I need my page to be % in order to see it
well. thank you for any help.
If you have the new design, ticker is in your sidebar and is sensitive to the If you don't have
the new design, you may have hidden ticker and need to unhide it. You can hide and unhide
the ticker in just a few clicks. Connie writes: I hid the ticker on Facebook when it was first
introduced. Now, I want it. Labels: cant find my facebook fb ticker, facebook problems, ticker
lost, unhide facebook ticker, unhide fb ticker, where is the unhide button of. I accidentaly
clicked on a Facebook ticker, but its not hidden but it disappeared! Can you help me? 1
answer. Comments are Closed. Hovsep A. Facebook Ticker, September through December ?
The social network confirmed the demise of the feature, which seemed to. In the most recent
development, it looks like Facebook has quietly removed the Ticker, the box that used to
appear to the right of your News. Facebook announces that on Tuesday they will start rolling
out the new Facebook Design/UIs. There are many additional features added. The Facebook
ticker was a sidebar feed on the Facebook website when you were browsing on a desktop
computer. When it came out a lot of people hated it, .
The Ticker might have been collapsed at some point. You can enable it using the settings
button on your Chat sidebar: However, if your window isn't wide. On my Facebook account
(Desktop Browser) I have a right hand of that sidebar there is a gear, with an option Hide
Ticker and Show Ticker.
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